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VIEWPOINT

Flying again: Not quite 'freedom',
but certainly liberating
aviation industry experts (myself included). Many of us rightly said
IN MARCH OF THIS YEAR I took my first flight out of Singapore
the pent-up demand for travel would fuel a return to the skies. We
since 2019. The experience was, to be honest, better than I expected,
said domestic and regional aviation would be the first to come back
and at the same time, a bit saddening because it reminded me of
and we were right. We said business travel would not come back
how spoiled the flying public was pre-COVID when one could jump
as fast as other sectors because the bean counters felt Zoom was
on a plane at a whim and circle the globe.
‘good enough’ for most things and, at least according to a Bloomberg
In a sense I was lucky because my destination was Cambodia. The
report, we were wrong.
kingdom, like other countries around the world, had basically locked
The mid-May report said while business bookings may not have
down its borders, a move that nearly killed its mainstay tourism inreached pre-COVID levels, there’s mounting evidence of a rebound,
dustry. Up until the day before I flew in, passengers were required to
“the strength of which is taking some by surprise”. United Airlines
be fully vaccinated, pre-flight PCR tests were mandatory, on-arrival
Chief Executive Officer Scott Kirby said corporate travel is recovering
tests required, COVID insurance was required to be purchased, and
so rapidly, it “makes us feel really, really confident”. Keith Tan, CEO
quarantines had only been done away with a few weeks earlier. I was
of the Singapore Tourism Board, said “rumours about the decline
already vaccinated, bought the insurance, got my PCR test, was ready
of business travel are greatly exaggerated”, while Virgin Australia
to do an on-arrival test, and then Cambodia decided to lift all those
head Jayne Hrdlicka said there’s a “push to reinvest in relationships”.
restrictions. All one had to do was show your vaccination proof, have
Bloomberg reported that some corporate
a visa (or buy one on arrival), and you were in.
travel
has returned to between 60 percent and
When I arrived in the country, it was the fastest
We said domestic and
80 percent of 2019 levels, way above earlier
time I ever spent going through customs and
regional aviation would
predictions from IATA and other groups. Those
immigration. And it was liberating.
figures were for companies that have reopened
I use the word liberating because when Alexbe the first to come
their offices. The report also said while individuandre de Juniac succeeded Tony Tyler in Sepback and we were right.
al business travellers may not have returned to
tember 2016 as IATA’s director general and CEO
We said business travel
the skies, there’s a huge demand for meetings
he coined the phrase, “aviation is the business
of freedom”, according to IATA. That phrase alwould not come back as and events. The leaders quoted in the report
also said while platforms like Zoom and Teams
ways bothered me because freedom is not the
fast as other sectors …
had their place even before the pandemic, their
ability to get on a plane and go where you want
use will be “complementary” to future busiwhen you want. Freedom is being a Ukrainian
we were wrong.
ness travel as long as countries keep dropping
and not being invaded by Russians. Freedom is
restrictions and opening up. The leaders also
being a schoolkid in America and not having to
spoke of travelling employees building vacation time into long-haul
worry about getting shot in math class. Freedom is being a person
travel. Why go from the US to Singapore and back for five days of
who is ‘different’, and being accepted for who you are. But after almost
meetings when you can easily add in a week of holiday as well?
three years of being grounded in Singapore, getting on a plane, even
That’s the key to aviation’s future. As long as people are vaccinated
with the few hoops I had to jump through, was liberating.
and the world doesn’t see a newer, more deadly variant of COVID or
Other countries are following Cambodia’s lead and dropping or
other virus (Monkeypox anyone?), then aviation stands a good chance
reducing restrictions as vaccinations take hold. Thailand is easing
of returning to health more quickly than the ‘experts’ anticipated.
entry for travellers, so too is Japan and many other countries in Asia
where tourism fuels a large part of their economies. China and Hong
Kong are holdouts of course, as the Middle Kingdom pursues its
Matt Driskill EDITOR
“zero COVID” policy.
It’s interesting to look back on the reports and pontifications of

FINANCE & LEASING
Lessors took a hit on Russia,
but are confident in future trends.
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REGIONAL AIRCRAFT
Narrowbody aircraft are in demand as
regional, domestic travel stage a comeback.

matt.driskill@asianaviation.com

ROTOR & UAM
Everyone's talking about flying taxis, but
helicopters won't go away anytime soon.

Business Aviation News

JET AVIATION WINS
COMPLETION ORDER FOR BBJS
Jet Aviation announced it has signed a
completion contract for a BBJ MAX 9.
This follows the signing of two BBJ MAX
8 aircraft earlier this year. The aircraft is
for an undisclosed VVIP customer and
is scheduled to arrive at Jet Aviation’s
completion facility in Basel early-2023.
The design has been created by an
external designer, and will be engineered,
crafted, installed and certified in-house
at Jet Aviation.

INMARSAT, HONEYWELL,
LAUNCH SWIFTJET FOR
BUSINESS AVIATION

Amber Aviation, Netjets partners see
jets land in Asia
The first batch of Gulfstream 450 aircraft under the partnership of Amber Aviation and NetJets
has arrived at Shenzhen Bao’an International Airport and Amber Aviation said it will continue
to receive aircraft from NetJets to quickly build up its core fleet. In November 2021, Amber
Aviation successfully completed its Series B funding round. The funding included additional
financing from Amber Aviation’s existing investor Hony Capital, as well as financing from
new investors NetJets, Fung Investments, and Macau-based Liu’s Group. The core fleet will
be operated under AmberNet, Amber Aviation’s new sub-brand. The AmberNet name comes
from a combination of Amber Aviation and Net, with the Net coming from the global aircraft
network that AmberNet clients can now access through its partnership with NetJets. “Since
we announced the launch of China’s first fractional lease programme in November 2021, the
response from customers has been very positive. Many customers are looking forward to
joining the programme once the aircraft arrive,” said Chang Qiusheng, founder and president
of Amber Aviation. “The product has gotten off to a very smooth start, with customers even
using the aircraft on the delivery flights back to Asia.” — MATT DRISKILL

FALCON 10X RECEIVES PRODUCT DESIGN AWARD
Dassault Aviation’s latest addition to its
large-cabin business jet family, the ultra-long range Falcon 10X, recently won a
Red Dot award of distinction for interior design. The 10X, currently in development, will
be the largest purpose-built business jet on
the market. It will feature a range of 7,500
nautical miles and a top speed of Mach
0.925. “Dassault Aviation stands apart in its
ability to blend high technology — the company is a world leader in aerodynamics and
digital flight control — with cabin aesthetics
and the inventive use of modern design,”
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said chairman and CEO Eric Trappier. “The
objective is to raise the bar in terms of passenger experience, which is what you will
see in the 10X.” — MATT DRISKILL

Inmarsat and Honeywell recently
announced the launch of SwiftJet, their
latest inflight connectivity service for the
business aviation industry. It will enter
commercial service in the first half of
2023 and deliver the fastest ever speeds
over L-band. As one of the first new
services to be introduced on Inmarsat’s
ELERA satellite network, SwiftJet will
offer global coverage across flight routes
with maximum speeds of 2.6Mbps, up to
six times faster than Inmarsat’s existing
business aviation connectivity solution
over L-band.

SINO JET TOPS
FLEET SIZE RANKING
Sino Jet has cemented its position as
Asia-Pacific’s leading business jet operator
for three consecutive years. It ranked number
one in fleet size in Asia-Pacific for the third
year in a row, according to Asian Sky Media’s
2021 Business Jet Fleet Report. Mainland
China consolidated its position as the largest market in the Asia-Pacific region with
a total of 340 business jets. In 2021, Sino
Jet reinforced its position as Asia-Pacific’s
biggest operator by having the most new
deliveries of aircraft directly from OEMs,
included the Bombardier Global 6500 and
Gulfstream G650. Sino Jet said “Amid strong
demands for business jet travel, stringent
restrictions and quarantine requirements in
many countries have placed new challenges
on scheduling aircraft deliveries and aircraft
maintenance work overseas, sustaining safety and efficiency have become the keys to
success in the market.” — MATT DRISKILL

Rotor/UAV News
SKYPORTS, JURON
PORT PARTNER ON SHIP
DELIVERIES
Skyports, an Advanced Air Mobility (AAM)
infrastructure developer and drone delivery
services operator, and Jurong Port, the operator of Singapore’s multi-purpose cargo
port, signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to explore the development of
ship-to-shore infrastructure at Jurong Port.
Over the next year, Skyports and Jurong Port
will commence joint studies to determine
the feasibility and development of plans for
cargo drone delivery operations and related
infrastructure at Jurong Port. The trials will be
carried out simultaneously with ongoing port
operations. At the same time, Skyports will
lead in the engagements with relevant public
sector organisations, regulators, and private
entities to further the development of critical
regulatory frameworks for the deployment
of drone delivery services. — MATT DRISKILL

Australia’s CHC Helicopter announces
new emergency services deal
CHC Helicopter announced a new 12-year contract with the Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES), Western Australia, to provide 24/7 emergency rescue helicopter
operations. Vince D’Rozario, CHC’s regional director Asia-Pacific, said: “We are honoured
to be awarded this contract. This award reinforces the strong partnership with DFES, established over the past 19 years. Our specialist teams have worked tirelessly, diligently and with
great pride to ensure the highest standards of service and the delivery of a safe and reliable
operation. The new contract includes the provision of three new, Leonardo AW139s, built
to DFES specification. CHC will transition personnel and aircraft from Bell 412s to AW139s,
as all aircraft arrive by the end of 2023.” The new AW139s will have a 75 percent increase in
range over the current helicopters and be able to cruise 16 percent faster. — MATT DRISKILL

LEONARDO ANNOUNCES NEW ORDERS IN EUROPE
Leonardo announced new orders for its VIP/
corporate multiengine helicopter segment,
including deals for three AW109 GrandNew
light twins, one AW109 Trekker and two
AW139 intermediate twin helicopters with
deliveries in UK, Italy and Germany in 2022

and 2023. Official distributor for UK & Ireland
Sloane Helicopters ordered three AW109
GrandNew models with deliveries expected in the second half of 2023, adding to the
three aircraft of the same model purchased
in early March. Leonardo also announced a

further expansion of its helicopter customer support and training services in Europe
with the establishment of a service centre,
headquartered at Paris-Le Bourget Airport.
The new service centre has already begun
operations. — MATT DRISKILL

AIRBUS PARTNERS WITH MAGICALL ON MOTORS FOR CITYAIRBUS NEXTGEN
Airbus has selected MAGicALL to supply
the motors of the electric vertical take-off
and landing (eV TOL) aircraft CityAirbus
NextGen. Airbus’ eV TOL prototype will
be equipped with a tailored version of the
MAGiDRIVE, the newest generation of elec-

tric motors manufactured by MAGicALL.
The detailed customisation of CityAirbus
NextGen’s electric propulsion system will
enable the prototype to benefit from features that will match its unique design, making for increased performance and reliabili-

ty. The lightweight brushless motors that will
be integrated into CityAirbus NextGen are
a product of innovative design and manufacturing: they incorporate the latest generation of MAGicALL’s magnetics and power
electronics technology. — MATT DRISKILL

EVE AND THALES ENTER A PARTNERSHIP TO DEVELOP EVTOL AIRCRAFT
Eve UAM and Thales have teamed up to
support the development of Eve’s electric
vertical take-off and landing aircraft (eVTOL)
in Brazil. The strategic partnership involves a
series of joint studies over a 12-month period,
which started in January 2022, on the tech-

nical, economical and adaptable feasibility
of a 100 percent electrically powered aircraft.
Thales will also contribute with its expertise
in developing avionics, electric, flight control, navigation, communication, and connectivity systems. Both Thales Technolog-

ical Space Centre, and its recently opened
Avionics Centrewill provide support to Eve’s
and Embraer’s teams working on the project,
which will also rely on Thales’ engineers from
France, Canada and the United States. —
MATT DRISKILL
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MRO News

AUSTRALIA’S LIFEFLIGHT MRO
ACHIEVES PART 145 APPROVAL
Australia’s LifeFlight Approved
Maintenance Organisation (AMO) team has
been granted CASA Part 145 approval. The
new approval demonstrates the LifeFlight
AMO is operating to internationally
recognised aviation regulations. “Working
to Part 145 requirements brings good
business practices, focuses on safety,
training and human factors management,”
said Engineering Operations Manager,
Michael Dopking.

CFM LAUNCHES VIP
MRO SERVICE

ST Engineering, United sign MRO deal
The commercial aerospace business of ST Engineering, Mobile Aerospace Engineering, and
United Airlines have signed a memorandum of understanding that aims to have ST Engineering see part of United’s long-term airframe heavy maintenance needs move to the Pensacola
International Airport in Florida. ST Engineering currently supports United’s Airbus A320 family
out of its facility in Mobile, Alabama. Under the MOU, ST Engineering will extend its heavy
maintenance support to the airline by servicing additional narrowbody aircraft at the airframe
MRO complex that ST Engineering is constructing at the Pensacola International Airport. The
MRO complex is an expansion to an existing two-bay widebody hangar facility currently operated by Singapore’s ST Engineering. Estimated to be completed by end-2024, the expansion
will add three large state-of-the-art hangars and associated support shops, and around 1.5
million manhours to ST Engineering’s annual capacity in Pensacola. — MATT DRISKILL

SANAD, TRIUMPH SIGN AGREEMENT FOR UAE WORK
Sanad, a global aerospace engineering and
leasing company wholly-owned by Abu
Dhabi’s Mubadala Investment Company
PJSC (Mubadala), and Triumph Group, a USbased aerospace manufacturer and MRO
provider announced the signing of a memorandum of understanding (MOU) outlining
their plans to collaborate on the provision of
next-generation engine MRO capabilities
in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Sanad

and Triumph intend to collaborate to provide
critical MRO solutions for multiple engine
types for aerospace and aviation industry
operators across the Middle East and Africa (MEA) region. The partnership would
advance Sanad’s service offerings beyond
engine overhauls while simultaneously providing Triumph with an immediate footprint
in the Middle East & Africa and jointly establishing a dedicated “Centre of Excellence” in

CFM International has launched CFM
LEAP VIP Services, a full-coverage,
concierge, flight-hour program for VIP
customers operating LEAP-powered
aircraft. The advantage of the CFM
LEAP VIP Services programme is that
it both minimises maintenance cost
and reduces uncertainty, CFM said. The
programme provides access to spare
engines with logistical support, including
transportation, removal and installation,
and on-site repair support.

QUICKSTEP WINS JETSTAR
NACELLE DEAL
Quickstep announced it has been awarded
a significant long-term maintenance
contract of the V2500 Engine Nacelle
by Jetstar Airways. The three-year
deal is worth between A$30 million to
A$35 million and covers scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance of the V2500
engine nacelle, operated on the Jetstar
Airbus A320 fleet across Asia-Pacific.

Abu Dhabi The parties also intend to jointly
provide MRO solutions for V2500, CFM and
GE90 engine accessory repairs and overhauls. — MATT DRISKILL

ATR, SAFRAN DEVELOP ‘SMART LANDER’ ANALYTICS TOOL
ATR and Safran Landing Systems have
developed ‘Smart Lander’, a landing gear
diagnostics service that uses state-of-theart knowledge in data analysis to optimise
the manufacturer’s response times in the
event of hard landings, and enable aircraft
to be quickly returned to service. Relying on
machine learning technology and based on
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hundreds of thousands of simulations, Smart
Lander issues recommendations to operators
on the maintenance actions to be taken according to the hardness of the landing and to
the load level sustained by the landing gear.
Aircraft can subsequently be permitted to
continue their commercial operations or be
sent to a maintenance base. This process

takes less than an hour, compared to over a
week previously. — MATT DRISKILL

EL AL TO DEPLOY BLUEBOX
WOW WIRELESS IFE
El Al has selected Bluebox Aviation
Systems to provide wireless in-flight
entertainment across 26 of its Boeing
737 aircraft. “El Al is returning its fleet to
the air with an invigorated commitment
to our digital capabilities to ensure the
most positive passenger experience on
board,” said Tal Kalderon, head of Inflight
Entertainment and Connectivity, El Al.
“Before the pandemic we committed to
an innovation path towards connectivity,
and though still on that path, we’ve
realised that with Bluebox’s wireless
IFE, we don’t need to wait to deliver
the digital service we aspire to for our
passengers — we can do that now.”

Interiors News

PANASONIC SELECTED
BY LUFTHANSA
Panasonic Avionics Corporation (PAC) has
been selected by Lufthansa to provide its
NEXT in-flight entertainment (IFE) system
and connectivity solutions for the carrier’s
Boeing 747-8 fleet. The NEXT systems will
be retrofitted on Lufthansa’s 19 Boeing
747-8s, with the first due to be rolled out in
summer 2024.

IATA AND ACA COLLABORATE
ON CATERING
The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) and the Airline Catering Association
(ACA) have released an updated Standard
Inflight Catering Agreement (SICA). The
use of the standardised SICA template
helps improve the efficiency of inflight
catering procurement across the world.

Thompson launches next generation
VantageXL
Thompson Aero Seating has launched a new and enhanced 2022 design VantageXL. The
seat features personal living space, a fully flat horizontal bed, and 100 percent direct-aisle
access. The latest VantageXL has a minimum seat width of 23” and a fully flat-bed width
of at least 24”. There is extensive work and relaxation space, with multiple customisable
personal stowage solutions and the option of fully enclosed suite doors. Andy Morris, vice
president of Commercial for Thompson Aero Seating, says: “With updated modern styling
and enhanced passenger comfort, we expect VantageXL’s popularity and success in business
class to continue well into the future. A launch customer is already in place with the first
delivery planned for early 2023.” The enhancements to the VantageXL include an extended
aisle-side privacy wing, a new multi-function bi-fold table with PED holder and improved
console surface space. The new version also offers a pivoting multi-position cocktail table,
with compact closed stowage, a combined feature light and reading light with integrated
headphone hook, and an easy-to-remove table cassette for maintenance. The VantageXL
can now accommodate larger monitors of up to 20”. Additional options include a translucent
divider and a soft touch monitor surround. The new aesthetics and styling were created in
conjunction with Factorydesign. — MATT DRISKILL

RECARO’S CL3710 SEAT TAKES OFF ON ETIHAD’S NEW A350S
The Recaro Aircraft Seating CL3710 has entered into service on Etihad Airways’ new
A350-1000 aircraft. The Recaro CL3710
Economy Class seat won a 2019 Crystal
Cabin Award for its extensive comfort enhancements. “Choosing Recaro as a supplier for the economy class of our A350 aircraft
reiterates our desire to deliver the best possible comfort for our guests,” says Terry Daly,
executive director Guest Experience, Brand
and Marketing Etihad Airways. “At the same
time, the Recaro seats are a reliable product
with minimal maintenance costs which is

important in helping us to deliver a consistently exceptional travel experience for our
guests.” The CL3710 seat features a 13.3”
high-definition screen with integrated USB
charging ports and a personal electronic device (PED) holder.. Etihad’s signature
fixed-wing headrest has been incorporated
into the economy class seat, which perfectly
adapts to passengers of different heights
and statures while maintaining optimal neck
support. In addition, the lightweight seat
design underlines the sustainable values
of both Recaro and Etihad by reducing fuel

burn, which results in lower inflight carbon
emissions. — MATT DRISKILL
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Industry News

MATT DRISKILL

◀ Countries in Asia like Cambodia are
relaxing COVID restrictions to rebuild their
tourism industries.

ICAO, other forecasts show ‘encouraging
recovery’ in global air travel
ICAO’s latest analysis of global air traffic
reveals clear signs of a strong global recovery in air traffic, characterised by increasing
airline confidence and a range of regional
air connectivity and air travel facilitation
improvements.
The number of air passengers carried
from January to April 2022 increased by
65 percent compared to the same period
in 2021, while aircraft flight departures increased by 30 percent. Airline seat capacity
grew by 32 percent during the same period,
and with continuing supportive conditions
for increases in air travel demand expected,
ICAO is projecting a stronger overall rate of
recovery this year compared to last.
In terms of regional highlights, North
America and Latin America/Caribbean domestic seat capacity has now recovered
to pre-pandemic levels, and the same has
been true in other large domestic markets
such as India, Australia, Brazil and Mexico.
Intra-Europe seat capacity, meanwhile, is
also on a very positive trajectory.
By the end of 2022, total seat capacities
within and between North America, Europe,
the Middle East, Southwest Asia, and the
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Latin America/Caribbean region are all expected to recover to, or closely approach,
their pre-pandemic levels.
The pace of recovery in the Asia-Pacific
and Africa regions continues to be more
challenging, with a recovery of full seat capacity expected in Asia and Pacific by 202324, and in Africa by 2024-25.
Meanwhile, travel technology provider
Sabre said a recent research report it produced showed more than a third of airline
and agency leaders it talked to indicated they
believe travel will return to pre-pandemic
levels by the end of 2024; a further third responded that they believe this will happen in
2025 or beyond. The research also showed
that “revenge travel” – with the objective of
making up for lost time – is a meaningful
phenomenon, with 68 percent of travel leaders responding that they are forecasting a
higher spend from consumers on their future
travel plans. The report also showed that
travellers are considering more decision factors than ever before committing to a trip and
82 percent of airlines executives surveyed
responded that they expect the combination of business and leisure to be even more

prominent post-recovery. More than half of
agencies surveyed responded that they are
spending more time now looking into new
tools, services and technologies and this is
a particular area of focus in the Asia-Pacific
region for 71 percent of responding agencies.
New research from the Mastercard Economics Institute also revealed that for the
first time since the pandemic, global leisure
and business flight bookings surpassed
pre-pandemic levels in the Asia-Pacific region. The research showed if flight booking
trends continue at the current pace, an estimated 430 million more passengers will fly
in Asia-Pacific compared to last year. The
travel outlook for the region is optimistic,
even with markets across North Asia and
mainland China yet to relax border measures,
an event which will likely be felt across the
entire region and the world.
Following two years of little to no travel for
Asia-Pacific in 2022, the loosening of travel
restrictions and reopening of borders has
sparked a surge in demand for both inbound
and outbound travel. A trend observed in
markets across the region is consumers’
release of excess savings on travel. In 2022,
borders opened in Australia, resulting in a
sudden ability to travel. Flight bookings from
Australia to Indonesia, for example, spiked
nearly 200 percent in 2022, and flights to
the US more than doubled.
Globally, for the majority of the year, international tourists were seen spending more
on experiences ratherthan on things when
in destination. This trend was also witnessed
in Asia, where Singapore recorded one of
the highest international tourist spending
on experiences in destination globally, with
a 60 percent increase in spending from
pre-pandemic levels through March 2022.
Other markets across the region, however,
revealed a more mixed picture, with low
levels of inbound tourism seen in Indonesia
and South Korea, whose borders opened in
April 2022. — MATT DRISKILL

ATPCO ENTERS APAC MARKET
WITH JAPAN AIRLINES AND
MALAYSIA AIRLINES
ATPCO announced that two Asia-Pacific
carriers, Japan Airlines and Malaysia Airlines,
have each signed multi-year individual
deals with ATPCO for its premier pricing
tool, Architect. Each airline was drawn to
the tool’s next-generation capabilities and
functionality which re-imagines traditional
pricing management and fare filing processes,
enabling airlines to transition from managing
fares to managing their pricing strategy.

ANA CUTTING SELFCHECK-IN MACHINES TO
ENCOURAGE APP USE
All Nippon Airways announced it will remove
self-check-in machines for domestic flights
with the airline saying it wants its passengers
to use a smartphone app for their pre-boarding procedures. About 430 machines are
located in 51 airports in Japan. ANA plans to
remove all of them by the end of fiscal 2023
that runs through March 2024. The airline
says around half its domestic passengers
are using the app already. It hopes to raise
the rate to about 90 percent in the next five
years. ANA plans to enhance the app. New
features will include offering information on
alternative flights and allowing passengers
to make compensation claims in the case
of cancellations. The airline says its manned
check-in counters will remain for customers
who don’t use the app. — MATT DRISKILL

mediately and will continue to report to Pratt
& Whitney President Shane Eddy. Deurloo
joined the former United Technologies Corporation in 1998 and has more than 20 years
of experience in management and sales in
the global aerospace industry. Prior to his
role as senior vice president and CCO, where
he was responsible for leading and directing
all sales, marketing and customer support
worldwide for Pratt & Whitney Commercial
Engines and International Aero Engines
(IAE), Deurloo held other senior leadership
positions including regional vice president
of sales for the Americas. — MATT DRISKILL

PRATT & WHITNEY NAMES
NEW PRESIDENT FOR
COMMERCIAL ENGINES
Pratt & Whitney has named Rick Deurloo as
president of its commercial engines business. Deurloo will retain his current responsibilities as senior vice president and chief
commercial officer (CCO) for Pratt & Whitney while assuming overall leadership of the
commercial engines business from Carroll
Lane, who has elected to leave the company
for another leadership opportunity. Deurloo
will assume this expanded role effective im-
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Industry News

SPOT PRICING WILL DOMINATE
AIR CARGO BOOKINGS

BOC Aviation delivers first Max 8
to Turkish Airlines
BOC Aviation announced that it has delivered the first of seven new Boeing 737 MAX 8
aircraft for lease to Turkish Airlines. All seven aircraft are part of the company’s existing order book and will be powered by CFM LEAP-1B engines. “We are delighted to build on our
18-year relationship with Turkish Airlines and to support the airline in its fleet development
plans with the most fuel-efficient, technologically advanced aircraft,” said Robert Martin,
managing director and chief executive officer, BOC Aviation. “This transaction illustrates
our strategy of long-term, sustainable growth by building a portfolio of latest technology
aircraft.” Turkish Airlines is a member of the Star Alliance and currently operating a fleet of
372 aircraft. — MATT DRISKILL

Australian flag carrier Qantas said it has
reached an agreement to fully acquire Australian-based operator, Alliance Aviation
Services, a move it said would help it better
serve the growing resources sector in the
country. The agreement, which is subject to a
vote from Alliance shareholders and competition clearance, would see Alliance become
a wholly-owned part of the Qantas Group.
There is no change to Qantas’ arrangements
with Alliance as a result of the announcement given the approvals required, which
would take a minimum of several months to
secure. Alliance has a fleet of 70 jet aircraft
that seat up to 100 people each, making them
well suited to charter operations. Between
these charter services and a small number
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EMBRAER

QANTAS TO BUY ALLIANCE
TO EXPAND RESOURCESECTOR FLIGHTS

of passenger routes that overlap with large
mine sites, Alliance accounts for around 2
percent of the total domestic market. The
national carrier is Alliance’s biggest single
customer, with a long-term agreement that
sees Alliance operate up to 18 newly acquired
E190 jets for QantasLink. Qantas bought just
under 20 percent of Alliance in February 2019
and at the time flagged its long-term interest
in acquiring 100 percent of the airline. The
ACCC investigated that minority holding for
three years and made no findings that it lessened competition. — MATT DRISKILL

Fundamental change in the air cargo
booking process accelerated by COVID
is here to stay due to the uptake of
digitisation Awery’s Chief Executive Officer
Vitaly Smilianets told delegates at the CNS
Partnership Conference. “A side effect of
the COVID pandemic was a fundamental
shift away from long-term contracted rates
over to spot booking as capacity shrunk
and demand increased,” said Smilianets.
“At the same time, the uptake of digitisation
by airlines introduced huge efficiencies
making pricing quicker and more
responsive. Because of this, we anticipate
that even as air cargo capacity increases,
either through increased passenger flights
or investment in freighters, the airlines
won’t return to fixed rates. The change
began because of COVID, but the change
is here to stay because of tech. The airlines
have done a fantastic job in adapting to
new processes, embracing digitisation to
adapt to the changing business landscape.
By adopting digitisation, the industry is
building business resilience and future
proofing against the next challenge.”

MEGGITT SIGNS CONTRACT
WITH JACOM TRADING
Meggitt, a specialist in high-performance
components and subsystems for the aerospace, defence and selected energy markets, has signed a three-year SMARTSupport contract with JACOM Trading for the
supply of spare parts to the Rolls Royce
Spey engine. The contract covers valves
and flow control solutions in the APAC region and is valued at US$3.9 million. The
Spey engine has been in widespread service
for over 40 years and with over 50 million
hours of operating time, is now classified
as a legacy platform. JACOM is headquartered in Japan and is a supplier of engine
repair services for both civil and defence
applications. Darren Wiggins, senior vice
president and general manager APAC for
Meggitt’s Services & Support division, said,
“Jacom is a highly valued customer of ours
and we are delighted to sign this contract,
which further strengthens our position in
the APAC region as a major supplier of
aftermarket services to engine shops, integrators and airlines.” — MATT DRISKILL

SHUTTERSTOCK

ASIA-PACIFIC AIRPORTS SEE SIGNS OF RECOVERY
Asia-Pacific and the Middle East aviation
industry is experiencing green shoots of
recovery, according to the first edition of the
Airport Industry Outlook, a quarterly report
by Airports Council International Asia-Pacific (ACI APAC). The report, developed in
partnership with Mott MacDonald, a global
engineering, management and development
consultancy, provides a snapshot of how
airports in the region have performed during
the first quarter of 2022 (Jan to March). This
analysis also sheds light on two recuring
themes which are currently impacting the
industry — COVID-19 pandemic and the
geo-political conflict.
The industry showed encouraging signs
of recovery in the first quarter of 2022—
capacity was rebuilding in many parts of
Asia-Pacific and Middle East region; domestic passenger traffic made consider-

able progress; cargo growth has proven
to be resilient and is above pre-pandemic
levels. However, travel restrictions ranging
from mandatory quarantines in designated facilities to pre-departure testing and
on-arrival; suspension of international air
travel in some parts of the region; geopolitical conflict and subsequent impacts on
macroeconomic factors have proved to be
detrimental to the overall growth of aviation.
“Analysis shows that travel restrictions
have to a large degree failed to prevent the
spread of COVID-19 mainly due to the high
infectious nature of the omicron variant and
have turned out to be a deterrent for the
recovery of aviation, impacting the economy
of the region,” said Stefano Baronci, director
general of ACI Asia-Pacific. “Cargo business
proves on the contrary the leading role that
Asia-Pacific plays in the global economy.

▲ Airports in places like Hong Kong are
still suffering because of continued COVID
restrictions.
Despite an improving trend, airport financial
margins remained far below pre-pandemic
levels and are economically unsustainable.
It is therefore time to remove ineffective
restrictions and enable nations to accelerate
their economic growth. To achieve a truly
sustainable recovery from the slump caused
by COVID-19, cooperation and the establishment of standards that harmonise the
processes for international travel between
states are crucial. The global recovery will
only be realised with the escalation of vaccination campaigns, development of digital
health passes, and supportive policies from
governments.” — MATT DRISKILL
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The future
is looking
Bonza

Tim Jordan, CEO of LCC start-up Bonza in Australia.
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BONZA

Australian low-cost carrier
start-up Bonza (Australian slang
for brilliant or very good) plans to
launch low-fare services across
the country using a fleet of
new, 186-seat Boeing 737 Max
aircraft. Emma Kelly spoke with
Bonza Chief Executive Officer
Tim Jordan on the airline’s hopes,
plans and challenges ahead.

LOW-COST CARRIERS

AAV: How are preparations going in terms of AOC process, staff
recruitment, route preparation and finalising the onboard product?
TJ: The regulatory process is progressing positively. We’re in the process of recruiting around 200 cabin crew and pilots as well as others
across the commercial, operations and support teams. Recently, we
revealed our menu would be 100 percent Australian food and drink
and we’re close to announcing our onboard partner who will help
deliver on this promise. Bonza’s first uniforms are being stitched
together as we speak and, in the coming weeks, we’ll be sharing a
series of sustainability initiatives that Bonza will be taking too.
AAV: Are you still on course for a mid-year launch or is that likely
to slip?
TJ: We will confirm specific timing when the time is right in the regulatory process. While there is no recent benchmark for the process
in Australia, subject to regulatory approvals, we’re not anticipating
any significant change to our previously announced mid-year launch.
AAV: When will flights go on sale?
TJ: We are continuing to work towards going on sale as soon as
possible, while obviously respecting the regulatory process.

AAV: Why do you think Bonza will succeed where other airlines
in Australia (Compass, OzJet, Ansett, Tiger Airways) have failed
before you?
TJ: The time is right and the operation is right. There’s a lot of pent-up
demand for what we are offering. This is about taking low fares to
many, not just to the lucky few. That’s really what Bonza is all about.
It’s about taking low-cost fares out there for everyone in Australia,
from their local airport, without the need to connect, without the
requirement to hop in a car for three or four hours to get yourself a
low fare. The rest of the world doesn’t do that.
When you look at the largest 15 domestic aviation markets in the
world, Australia was the only one with just one LCC; Australia was
the only one with no independent LCC. Australia was number eight
in that top 15 in terms of scale, so right in the middle, and yet it was
the only one with no independent LCC. It’s a really odd situation
for a country which is in dire need of such an operation and that’s
what Bonza is all about.
This industry is hard enough at the best of times, never mind what
we’ve just gone through in the last couple of years. I would never
want to look at what’s gone before and cite reasons for it not working. All I can say is if you have too many operators doing the exact
same thing, it’s going to cause pressure and that pressure will clearly
result in financial concern for those who do not have the depth of
financial strength to sustain that particular overlap.

AAV: What has the response been like to your route announcement?
TJ: The response to our route announcement has been nothing
short of Bonza! There is real excitement out there
amongst Australians who are looking forward to
Our operation will be significantly different. We will not
connecting with loved ones and exploring their
be the ‘me too’ airline. We will be very, very different. …
own backyard — all for less time and money. It’s
This isn’t about going after the same market as other
not just travellers who have responded positively — the travel and tourism industry is thrilled to
carriers; this is about creating new markets.
have a shot in the arm, with 85 percent of Bonza
routes not currently served by any airlines and 96
Our operation will be significantly different. We will not be the
percent not currently served by a LCC.
‘me too’ airline. We will be very, very different. A very small share of
our operations will be in the largest 20 domestic markets. This isn’t
AAV: What will Bonza look like in terms of operations?
about going after the same market as other carriers; this is about
TJ: We will be about low frequency. We are going to be operating
creating new markets.
two, three or maybe four times a week in the vast majority of markets so this is all about offering a low frequency service. What this
AAV: How long have you been planning Bonza?
means is each one of our aircraft will potentially be offering service
TJ: It goes back more than a decade in terms of the first green
on far more routes than is normally the case. Each aircraft could be
shoots, but we actually came close about four or five years ago.
operating five or six potential routes so the scale of our footprint will
At that time, we didn’t find the right partner. There was some very
be significantly larger than would normally be the case for a typical
sound international backing, but there was hesitancy in terms of
operation. This formula isn’t something that hasn’t been successfully
domestic backing. We couldn’t quite get to the scale of financial
executed before, whether that’s in North America with Allegiant
backing that we required at the time. The size and scale were very
or in Europe with Jet2 or Volotea. It’s that type of operation — low
different to what we are executing today. Over time I guess what’s
frequency, leisure focused, stimulating a new market. People who
happened is the opportunity has just got larger. When you actually
want to fly because they are a business traveller, we won’t have any
look at low-cost operating routes in Australia, in 2010 there were
appeal for them. We won’t have lounges, we won’t have a frequent
58; in 2019 there were 58. If you compare that to North America, I
flyer programme, we won’t offer the schedule necessary for frequent
believe the numbers are something like 324 ultra-LC routes operattravel. There are some great airlines out there that already do that.
ed in 2010 and by 2019, those had grown to 1,153. So, while Australia
We are 100 percent focused on leisure and unashamedly so.
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▲ Bonza’s launch is set to slip from mid-year to possibly September, with the start-up saying they are “progressing well towards going on sale.”
has been standing still, the rest of the world has been growing.
Clearly, in any potential business, the size and shape of it does
change based on the competitive environment and the opportunity.
It was actually March or April [2021] when I was sitting in Kazakhstan [Jordan was previously managing director of Kazakhstan LCC
FlyArystan, as well as having LCC experience at Cebu Pacific and
Virgin Blue] and we were in lockdown. I remember reading the news
about Virgin Australia going into administration and I remember
saying to my wife that it’s now or never for Bonza. The opportunity
will never be this large again.
At that point we determined it was a good time to be heading
south. We were a year into the operation of FlyArystan and it was
going tremendously well. We’d just carried a million customers in
our first year. The airline is now the largest in Kazakhstan, which
is a phenomenal achievement. We decided it was the right time
to return home and get Bonza across the line, which is thankfully
where we are today.
AAV: Do you have any concerns about how Qantas and Virgin Australia will respond to your entry into the market, particularly bearing
in mind Qantas’s response to Rex when it launched domestic mainline
routes and the fact Qantas CEO Alan Joyce has stated it will “defend
our turf, as a war”?
TJ: Each airline has their own individual strategy for good reason
and all airlines are very clear in terms of what their strategy is. We
are officially coming into markets where no market exists so if all
of a sudden there was a response from any airline in markets that
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have previously not been operated, I think it would raise eyebrows
in competition authority quarters.
More importantly, and this is why I don’t think it will happen, is
that these markets don’t officially exist, it’s not traffic that’s currently
flying. If you are a business traveller who needs to be in Adelaide for
9am then you are not going to be flying on Bonza, you will be flying
on an incumbent airline that offers you frequency alternatives and
connections. We are not going to make any impact at all on existing
operators’ traffic.
Point number two is that we are going to be offering low frequency.
Even if somebody else did enter the market, they are likely to offer
services on different days of the week. If they offered services at
exactly the same time and same days that would just direct attention
to the fact that they are doing something untoward.
AAV: Do you intend to be the Australian version of Canadian lowfares carrier Flair Airlines, which is also part-owned by your investor
777Partners or will you adopt elements of service and operations
from other LCCs around the world?
TJ: We may be a blank piece of paper as far as Australia is concerned, but we will also be able to leverage the experience of Flair
Airlines.
The wonderful thing about our industry is that you really don’t
have to invent too much. You don’t have to have too much that is
unique. If we see someone doing something good in Europe, we will
certainly see if we can replicate that. If we know that something is
going well in North America, we will certainly look to replicate that.

A
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if I want to take 40kgs as check-in bags and you just have hand
luggage. I don’t think it’s right that customers cross-subsidise each
other’s needs. That, I think, is just customer choice. So whatever you
pay to get from A to C, we will take you there with a high-quality, lowcost product. High-quality means that you choose the product that
best suits your needs. Ancillaries are critical, we don’t
even want to call them ancillaries; they are customer
There should be no correlation between fare and
choices. If you choose to take a bag or choose to have
service. I don’t care if you paid $10 or $10,000, you a meal, they are customer choices.
We are not going to be too proud not to borrow great ideas.
We think there are some good lessons that we can learn and
apply here in Australia for the benefit of customers that will allow
us to drive the fares even lower. If we can successfully do that then
clearly our chances of success are that much greater.

still deserve great service. It’s all about customer
choice. What we don’t want to do is have you or
me subsidising the customer next to you and your
meal, that’s wrong.
AAV: Apart from the financial investment, what value does 777Partners bring to Bonza?
TJ: They are sophisticated aviation investors. It was actually fantastic to be speaking with them as they understood the opportunity
immediately. Because of the path they have been down already in
Canada and the fact that Flair is the only LCC in Canada, they could
see the opportunity very, very quickly. [777Partner’s head of aviation Rick Howell, who is Bonza’s executive chairman, has extensive
experience of the LCC and Australian markets, having previously
been with Virgin Australia and Cebu Pacific.]
They also have technology companies and, very conveniently for
us, are now getting heavily involved in aircraft leasing. They have
managed to acquire aircraft at fantastic rates and we are able to see
the benefit of that. It really is very unusual for a start-up coming into
the market with brand new aircraft. In our business case, we weren’t
assuming brand new aircraft, we were assuming used aircraft, probably five to 10 years old. What we’ve been able to secure through our
investment partner is brand new aircraft and clearly that has a very
significant positive impact, not only from a maintenance perspective,
but also from fuel burn. These aircraft have 14-15 percent better fuel
burn than existing new-generation aircraft flying in Australia. That’s
very significant.
One of the positives in terms of our investment partner is that
they are highly technology focused so we will be looking to utilise
technology wherever we possibly can. For instance, 777Partners
has its own reservations systems so we immediately have the
ability to have our own reservation system. This will give us huge
flexibility.
AAV: What will the onboard product be like?
TJ: There should be no correlation between fare and service. I don’t
care if you paid $10 or $10,000, you still deserve great service. It’s all
about customer choice. What we don’t want to do is have you or me
subsidising the customer next to you and your meal, that’s wrong.
In the same way, I don’t believe that you should be subsidising me
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AAV: Where do you think Bonza will be, or look like, in
five years?
TJ: The market will tell us. This is all about how successful we are at driving the fares lower. If we and our
airport partners can successfully drive down the access
point for flying, if we can take the average fare from
A$200-plus to closer to $100, then the market will be significantly
larger. When we first announced, we said we were starting with
two or three aircraft, but we’ve heard enough that in the first 12
months, subject to the regulator being happy with us, we would
like to grow to up to eight aircraft. Beyond that, it really is going
to be the market that tells us. We are never going to be a carrier
that talks about market share, we are only going to be focused on
financials and profitability. We believe there is a massive domestic
opportunity here. 
(Editor’s note: As this issue closed for press it emerged that Bonza’s
launch is set to slip from mid-year to possibly September, with the
start-up saying they are “progressing well toward going on sale but
recommends people shouldn’t wait for them to book their essential
July and August flights.”)

BONZA ON THE MAP
Bonza reached out to potential airport partners last October
as part of its route evaluations. “We approached 46 airports
with an expression of interest and between 35 to 40 of
those came back to us with a positive response,” says
Jordan. “The airports that came back to us were literally
across every part of Australia so that’s really, really positive,”
he adds.
In February, Bonza announced it would be based at
Sunshine Coast Airport in Queensland, with an initial two
aircraft, as well as its headquarters — Bonza Backyard —
while Melbourne Airport, Victoria, will be a second base,
with two aircraft. Bonza announced 25 routes, covering
16 destinations in Queensland, Victoria and New South
Wales — Albury, Avalon, Bundaberg, Cairns, Coffs Harbour,
Gladstone, Mackay, Melbourne, Mildura, Newcastle, Port
Macquarie, Rockhampton, Sunshine Coast, Toowoomba
Wellcamp, Townsville and the Whitsunday Coast.

ALLIANCE

MRO sees inward
investment Down Under
The Australasian MRO industry has
traditionally been run in-house by the
three major airlines, Qantas, Air New
Zealand and whoever happened to
be the second main competitor in the
Australian market. Michael Doran
takes a look at what’s happening in
the industry Down Under.

▲ Alliance Airlines will be maintaining its fleet at a new MRO facility
in Queensland from 2023.
IT WAS A DIFFERENT TIME, when airlines wanted to have their
own people, resources and facilities. Those days are long gone and
MRO in Australia and New Zealand is the poorer for that, but there
are some in the industry who are fighting back.
While Qantas and Virgin Australia are happy to build a facility
in Los Angeles or send their maintenance work offshore, Alliance
Airlines, a relatively small charter airline, is investing more than
A$60 million to build its own heavy maintenance facility in Australia.
In a touch of irony from last year, Alliance announced their plans
for a new base maintenance facility in August and in November
Virgin Australia announced it was sending its fleet of 30 Boeing
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▲ Heston MRO is expanding services and assessing a move into
heavy maintenance.
737s to Abu Dhabi for MRO.
In that example, one airline is run by a venture capital group that
at some point wants to cash in on their investment, while the other
is run by committed aviation people who see their interests are best
served locally.
Perhaps the only aviation success story to come out of COVID is
the growth of Australia’s Alliance Airlines. Brisbane-based Alliance
Airlines operates the world’s largest fleet of Fokker aircraft on a mix
of scheduled, charter and wet-lease operations.
In 2020 it took the bold step of buying 14 Embraer E190 aircraft
from US lessor Azorra Aviation. It also secured an option for a further
five aircraft. The aircraft had previously been operated by Panama’s
Copa Airlines, which switched to an all-Boeing 737 fleet.
At the time Alliance CEO Lee Schofield said that Alliance would
only do the line maintenance and heavier checks would be sub-
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contracted out. Since then Alliance has added another six E190s
to its fleet, complementing is Fokker fleet of 25 F100s, 14 F70s and
four F50 turboprops.
As far back as 2019 Alliance was looking to have its Fokker
heavy maintenance done in Australia and originally struck a deal
with Hawker Pacific in Cairns. In late 2020 Alliance purchased Toll
Group’s MRO operation at Brisbane Airport, which was then doing
work for Virgin Australia on ATR 72 aircraft.
The Toll facility was already certified to work on the E190 regional
jets and was adjacent to Alliance’s Brisbane MRO base. It is certified
to work on Boeing 737 family, ERJ and E190 regional jet family and
ATR family aircraft. The business was renamed as Unity Aviation
Maintenance and will continue to seek third-party MRO work.
At the time Schofield said: “This purchase will allow for a much
smoother integration of the Embraer 190s into revenue-generating
services in the short-term and for a more efficient and financially
stable line maintenance programme in future years.”
In August 2021 Alliance announced it was building a new MRO
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facility at Rockhampton Airport in North Queensland, with A$60
million (US$42.4 million) of support from the state government. The
facility will have heavy maintenance capability, allowing Alliance to
bring the overhaul work back to Australia.
The Australian federal government is also contributing around A$25
million for upgrades to the Rockhampton airport to service the facility.
The 10,000 square metre facility will have three base maintenance
bays and is reputed to be the largest civil aircraft hangar in Australia.
The facility is scheduled to open in January 2023 and ultimately
will do base maintenance work currently done in the UK, Slovakia,
Singapore and Costa Rica. Alliance estimates it will save between
A$5 million to A$7 million annually, which includes 1.5 million litres
of jet fuel for ferry flights.
The new MRO facility will hire more than 100 staff, also offering
traineeships and apprenticeships. With Alliance expecting to add
another 12 E190s this year the facility will certainly have plenty of
work when it opens for business.
With its Embraer line and base maintenance planned out, Alliance
signed a multi-year services agreement with Embraer to provide materials support for the E190s. The agreement covers more than 300
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repairable components, plus service and support from Embraer’s
Asia-Pacific facility in Singapore.
In January 2022, Heston MRO signed a purchase agreement
for the acquisition of Jet Aviation’s Cairns MRO facility. Operating
under the Hawker Pacific banner for more than 20 years, this was
the facility that Alliance had earmarked to do its Fokker base maintenance in 2019.
In 2018 business aviation services company Jet Aviation, a General Dynamics company, purchased Hawker Pacific, primarily for
its business aviation support, sales and MRO capabilities in Asia
and Australasia.
The Cairns facility had a focus on commercial aircraft, such as ATR
and De Havilland turboprops for customers in Australia, Southeast
Asia and the Pacific. The facility was expanded in 2018, with the
support of the Queensland government, and targeting base maintenance work being sent offshore.
It is considered one of the most modern heavy maintenance and
avionics repair facilities in Australia. It has more than 5400 square
metres of hangar space and employs around 150 experienced technicians and contractors.

MRO AUSTRALIA

AIR NEW ZEALAND

◀ Air New Zealand is building a new MRO hangar at Auckland
Airport.

It is certainly a better fit within the Heston MRO group, which
has an Australia-wide network of line maintenance stations serving
major commercial airlines. Heston MRO Director and Partner Jonas
Butautis said that for a couple of years they had been looking for the
best options to expand into heavy maintenance and components
repairs in Australia.
Heston intends to offer line, base, component and engine repair
and overhaul capabilities from the Cairns facility. It will also offer
technical training and other MRO services. For certain services it
will have capabilities on ATR and Dash 8 Q400 turboprops, A320
and B737 narrowbodies and B777, B787, A350 and A380 widebodies.
In Australia, Heston MRO’s pedigree is in line maintenance, having
taken over the operations of Aircraft Maintenance Services Australia
(AMSA). AMSA was formed in 2009 before being taken over by
Singapore Airlines Engineering in 2007 and then sold to Heston
Aviation in 2018.
It’s branding is as a truly independent MRO for the Oceania region,
allowing to meet customer priorities and not those of a parent airline. Heston’s line services include transit, daily and weekly checks,
A-checks, components and consumable solutions, troubleshoot-

ing, defect rectification, logistics, warehousing and AOG recovery
services.
Across the Tasman some of the world’s heaviest COVID restrictions have cut a swathe through Air New Zealand’s operations.
Undeterred by that, the airline is pushing ahead with a proposal to
build a new hangar at its Auckland Airport base.
Air New Zealand has a mixed fleet that has latest-generation
aircraft like the Boeing B787-9 and the Airbus A320neo alongside
ATR72 and De Havilland DHC-8 turboprops.
The need for a new hangar, the functionally named Hangar 4,
was first announced in 2019 and the project has now been given
approval. It is part of a broader proposal to bring together the
airlines office and operating personnel in an aviation campus at
the airport.
Hangar 4 is said to be the largest single-span timber arch aircraft
hangar in the Southern Hemisphere and will come with an enviable
6-Star Green rating, certified by the New Zealand Green Building
Council. This rating system is internationally recognised for the
design, construction and operation of buildings. It’s 10,000 square
metre footprint allows for a 787 and two A320s to sit side-by-side
and it will replace hangars that were built in the 1960s and 1980s.
During the 2021 Dubai Airshow, it was announced that Virgin
Australia had agreed to send its 737 fleet to Etihad Engineering, part
of the Etihad Aviation group, for heavy maintenance work.
The contract covers heavy maintenance and modifications on
more than 30 nose to tail aircraft. Virgin Australia currently has a fleet
of around seventy-seven B737s with an average age of 10.5 years, so
it’s likely some major airframe checks are on the horizon for Etihad.
Last week CEO Jayne Hrdlicka announced the arrival of four B737
MAX 8 aircraft which are scheduled to start operating from February
2023. The airline has 25 B737 MAX 10 on order but with that aircraft
still not certified they will not be delivered anytime soon or may even
be swapped to the MAX 8 type.
Virgin has said it wants to have a fleet of 88 B7373s while the
contract with Etihad is for 30 aircraft. So there may well be opportunities for Alliance to work on Virgins 737s and perhaps share the
heavy maintenance with Etihad.
The Queensland government is a major supporter of aviation and
both Alliance and Virgin Australia have their headquarters in the
state. Also both have received significant funding from the state government to support their businesses and keep them in Queensland.
With the significant investments being made by Alliance Airlines,
Air New Zealand and Heston MRO there are positive signs that the
MRO sector has better days ahead of it.
And with Qantas clearly outsourcing anything it can that might
just be the icing on the cake for these three Australasian operators.
If they can be efficient and have their costs under control we might
see work coming into the country, not flowing out. 
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Will SAF save aviation?
The short answer is no when it comes to Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF).
Even if every engine on every plane in the world was SAF certified, there’s
simply not enough to go around. But if it could be scaled up, it could help
aviation meet its net-zero emissions goals. But lots of challenges remain,
as Matt Driskill reports.
EVER SINCE ‘FLIGHT SHAMING’ STARTED IN EUROPE and
continuing on through the drumbeat of climate news that goes from
bad to worse almost on a daily basis, the aviation industry loudly
proclaims that it is doing all it can to cut its CO2 emissions. And in
a sense it is. The industry, which accounts for roughly 2-3 percent of
global CO2 emissions, has seen airports electrify ground vehicles,
install solar cells on terminal buildings, and work to reduce or elim-
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inate food wastage at their restaurants. For airlines, it’s a bit hard.
Carriers have worked to replace plastic on flights, manufacturers are
trying to make planes lighter and more efficient, and some OEMs
like Airbus are hoping hydrogen will save the day, although that is
▲ The aviation industry has committed to becoming a net-zero
carbon emitter by 2050.
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▲ Companies like Embraer and Airbus are actively searching for ways to make hydrogen a viable alternative to today’s fuels.
unlikely, at least for a generation. Air traffic control networks in some
regions are being streamlined to cut fuel use, airlines are using one
engine to taxi, but the issue remains that engines burn hydrocarbons
that cause pollution.
The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) agreed to
cut CO2 emissions from air transport in half by 2050 and the International Air Transport Association (IATA) approved a resolution at
a recent general meeting for the global air transport industry with
the goal of achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2050. For this
to happen, a minimum of 1.8 Gt (gigatons) of carbon generated by
a projected 10 billion passengers must be abated in 2050.
The only way those goals will be reached, most in the industry
believe, is for aviation to change the fuel the engines burn. And the
only fuel that the industry can turn to at the moment is SAF. But
there’s not enough to go around, regulators are slow to approve its
use and there’s problems with the fuel itself in that some materials
used to make SAF compete with the world’s food chain. Or in the
case of palm oil, lead to massive deforestation.
“SAF, if made from waste or synthetically, is probably the only
viable solution to dramatically decrease the carbon emissions for
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long-distance aviation. Today, SAF is only available in minuscule
amounts, and often comes from sources competing with food
stock. The challenges in supplying truly sustainable fuels remain
gigantic with scaling production and lowering cost,” said Stephan
Uhrenbacher, the co-founder and CEO of the Sustainable Aero
Lab in Germany. Uhrenbacher’s group published a recent report
that said every major airline in the world today has undertaken an
SAF programme. In Asia, these include Qantas, Malaysia Airlines,
Singapore Airlines, Cathay Pacific, and many others.
But again, the real world problems of supply coming up against
demand remain. So how serious is the industry about SAF? Or is it
all just a PR exercise.
Graham Webb, chief sustainability officer at Pratt & Whitney, said
SAF was a “key enabler for sustainable aviation and increasing SAF
availability is critical to reaching the goal of net zero CO2 emissions
by 2050”. The main reason he said, was that SAF is a “drop in”
solution, meaning it works with today’s engines and today’s fuel
infrastructure. No expensive hydrogen programme needed.
“Today SAF represent just 0.01 percent of global aviation fuel use,”
Webb told Asian Aviation. “The expectation is to reach 2 percent

ENGINES & ENVIRONMENT

GRAHAM WEBB, PRATT & WHITNEY

by 2025 and 5 percent by 2030. The goal in the United States is
to double this 2030 figure. We need policymakers to create a level
playing field between fossil fuel and SAF to de-risk investment and
bridge the initial green premium until economies of scale kick in and
bring the cost of SAF down…ultimately, we need to see investment
fast if we are going to hit the 2030 targets, as SAF plants take five to
six years to build and commission. SAF isn’t new to us, we’ve been
regularly testing our engines with blends of up to 100 percent SAF
for well over a decade, and we have also played an active role in
defining the standards which allow SAFs to be widely used today.
But with our continued focus on sustainability and addressing the
causes of climate change, the urgency of increasing SAF use and
availability has never been more important.”
Webb said there were regulatory issues to be addressed, relating
to “specification and certification” and said regulators will need
to devise technical standards for using up to 100 percent blended
SAF. “Perhaps more importantly,” Webb said, “the aviation industry
needs to see a significant scaling up in production capacity for SAF
beyond the miniscule levels seen today. Governments will need to
collaborate with industry partners to optimise the incentives for
investment in infrastructure and help reduce the price differential
between SAF and kerosene.”
Pratt & Whitney, said Webb, remains concerned about the question of SAF competing with food stocks, and said current SAFs “are
targeted at the effective use of wastes, such as waste oils, waste
fats, agricultural wastes, forest residues, and municipal wastes” and
said some SAFs are also possible from purpose-grown crops. “We
already have seven different SAF pathways approved for use today,
and others like power-to-liquid, or liquid hydrocarbons generated
from green hydrogen and captured carbon dioxide, are likely to be
approved for commercial use in future,” Webb said, adding that his
company does not believe palm oil is suitable for use as an SAF
component for the reasons mentioned above — its use in food stock
and the deforestation that occurs as anyone can see in driving from
Kuala Lumpur to Singapore. “Some waste products and residues
from palm oil production can be used as sustainable feedstocks for
SAF — as with other agricultural waste products — without contributing to expanded palm oil production. SAF feedstocks should
derived from sources that conserve an ecological balance and avoid
the depletion of natural resources,” Webb said.
Webb agreed that coming out of the pandemic (if one can say

that), the aviation industry is constrained financially from new
projects like SAF, saying “clearly transitioning to SAF poses major
financial challenges for airlines. That’s why we urgently need to
scale up production to allow economies of scale to reduce the
price differential between SAF and conventional kerosene, to allow
economies of scale to take effect. And in the interim, incentives like
the blenders’ tax credit in the US can help stimulate the required
demand and investment in supply.”
And what about hydrogen? Will it ever fly?
While saying its valid to do the research to see if hydrogen is viable,
“you’re correct to point out that within our lifetimes — and for the
immediate long-term goal of reaching net-zero emissions by 2050
— hydrogen is not likely to play a major role in emission reduction,”
Webb said. “Considering that 80 percent of today’s aircraft CO2
emissions derive from flights of more than 1,500 km, which will rely
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We need policymakers to create a level
playing field between fossil fuel and SAF
to de-risk investment and bridge the initial
green premium until economies of scale
kick in and bring the cost of SAF down…

▲ Airplanes are not the only flying machines using SAF for fuel.
on conventionally powered aircraft, we can’t lose focus on the need
to increase SAF availability. SAF provides the best route for reducing
lifecycle emissions for thousands of aircraft flying today and in the
coming decades — in addition to the pursuit of technologies which
will enable even greater aircraft efficiency.
“We do not advocate for an ‘either/or’ conclusion for using SAF
or hydrogen,” Webb said. “Whether as fuel for direct combustion
or a feedstock for power-to-liquid SAF production, hydrogen has a
very important role to play toward enabling aviation’s sustainability
goals. We support policies in the US and around the world aimed at
boosting investment in the clean hydrogen production infrastructure,
which will be required. It will take time for the infrastructure to develop to support hydrogen flight at scale. SAF can provide emissions
reductions in the interim.” 
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Failure to communicate
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AT THE SINGAPORE AIRSHOW IN 2020, the topic of conservation
among the attendees that made it to the Lion City was not the latest
engine technology, plane sales or anything really connected to aviation. The topic was the emerging COVID pandemic, its effects on the
show and how everyone kept comparing it to the flu. No one really
thought then that it would soon lead to a near global shutdown in
aviation that has cost billions of dollars and hundreds of thousands
of jobs, and has likely changed aviation forever.
Later, when the death toll kept rising and rising, and governments
began closing their borders to international travellers — in some
cases stranding their own citizens overseas — the aviation industry
realised a dark line had been crossed. What most governments
didn’t want to face was the fact that closing borders did not stop
the virus. It was already circulating as we’ve seen from the data
produced since 2019. But even once vaccines started to appear and
demonstrated that they worked, governments, bedevilled by politics,
continued to maintain restrictions on travellers and aviation suffered.
Politics has kept governments from agreeing on a set of standards, both for testing and vaccinations, that continues today to hurt
aviation. Yes, it’s getting easier to travel now as countries around the
world relax pre-departure and on-arrival testing measures and largely do away with quarantines — except for China and Hong Kong.
But the failure to agree on a set of standards that all governments
recognise, just like they do with your everyday passport, will be the
Achilles Heel that could lead to another global shutdown should
COVID mutations get worse or another virus rears its ugly head.
Organisations like the International Civil Aviation Organisation
(ICAO) and the International Air Transport Association (IATA) did
tremendous work to develop the standards global governments
could use, but to no avail. It didn’t have to be like this. Years ago the
World Health Organisation (WHO) had developed the ‘yellow card’
that travellers carried across borders showing their various vaccines.
IATA developed its own Travel Pass to digitally handle those same
functions. Private companies also developed similar digital passes,
and while some countries have agreed to recognise those passes,
they don’t all adhere to a single set of standards.
Vinoop Goel, IATA’s regional director for Airports and External
Relations in Asia-Pacific, said “aviation is global and thus we need
global standards for international travel to be safe, secure and efficient. This is all the more important in a crisis like COVID when
there is a heightened risk and increased restrictions. A common

IATA

Despite the best efforts of the aviation industry, world governments have failed to agree on a
common set of standards for so-called ‘digital health passports’. This failure has undoubtedly
harmed the industry more than necessary and it also leaves aviation vulnerable to the next more
deadly COVID variant or some other virus. Matt Driskill explains.

understanding is needed on everything that impacts travel including
the risk profile of a country, testing methods and timing, vaccination
status etc. But the key enabler to travel during COVID was health
certificates (both testing and vaccination). While the (WHO) yellow
book has played a valuable role in the past, we now need digital
solutions to handle the current volume of passengers efficiently and
securely. Global standards are needed for issuance and verification
of biometric identity and digital health certificates.” 
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In the UAM beginning,
there was Eve
Urban Air Mobility has captured the imagination and investments of the aviation
industry. AAV Editor Matt Driskill recently spoke to David Rottblatt, the vice
president of Eve Urban Air Mobility, about the company’s future.
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AAV: Eve’s been in the news a lot lately in the aviation news. Give us
the 50 cent tour of the company and tell us about urban air mobility.
DR: Sure. Eve was founded in 2020 when several projects that had
been incubated within EmbraerX, which is Embraer’s disruptive
innovation incubator, graduated from EmbraerX and were ready
to stand on their own two feet. Two of those projects, now a part
of Eve’s product portfolio, are our electric vertical takeoff and land
aircraft as well as our agnostic urban air traffic management service. This is a product that Eve is building from scratch but takes
advantage of decades of experience that the Embraer group has,
offering a full stack of air traffic control solutions to the world’s
largest air taxi market, which is Sao Paulo, with almost 1,300 air
taxi flights every day. Urban air mobility, and this is something that
we’re very passionate about because it’s our core focus, is really
about bringing aviation closer to home, and also being able to
offer a much broader swath of the population a more accessible
price point that more people can benefit from so that we can really
democratize aviation and allow more people to be able to use this
exciting type of technology. Whether it’s to go to the airport and
back, to go to their job or their family and back, this is really a
service that’s designed to be an option for the masses.
AAV: When I covered the UN a long time ago, we always saw the
helicopters taking off from the west side area there to go to JFK…
would this be something that would replace that service? And also, if
you’re flying from Manhattan to Long Island to the Hamptons for the
weekend, is this something that would fit into that area?
DR: Well, it certainly could. I think the use cases that we’ve been developing in Eve together with our customers and our operating partners focuses on a few initial use cases which we think will comprise
a lot of the early adopter market. That includes first and last mile
passenger delivery for the airlines, the commuter use case, being
able to go from home to work or downtown and back, and tourism.
But there are many other use cases, including air ambulance
applications, cargo, disaster relief, first aid, and many others. The
way that we plan on developing the value proposition for the electric vertical takeoff and land aircraft must be aligned with what is
the local need. Many cities around the world, regardless of what
culture or religion you identify with, what language you speak,
everybody identifies with traffic. What we’re really offering here is
an outcome, a solution to the common pain point that everybody
has, which is time lost in traffic. If we can be in a position to give
you that time back at a much more accessible price point, then
we will have been successful at developing a value proposition
that many people can identify with. So yes, this can be used to
go from downtown Manhattan to the Hamptons. It can also be
used to go from your home to work and back or to bring valuable
assets to communities that need them. This is not just for one
type of demographic or another. It’s really designed to be a resource that the general public will increasingly be able to access.
◀ Eve has gone public in a SPAC listing and is now trading on the NYSE.

EVE
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▶ David Rottblatt, vice president for business development at Eve.
There are some operators that will view this as a cost out opportunity, where some missions that they fly with their existing
conventional aircraft could be complemented by these types of
aircraft that can fly the same range and offer the same type of use
case. And then there are others where operators will be adding
to their business and growing their business outside of their core
operations today. Those are just a few examples of how we think
our customers will be able to use these aircraft.

EVE

AAV: Let’s talk about Eve itself. You talked a bit, it was sort of incubated at Embraer, but now I think it’s a standalone. Have you gone
public actually? I think the company, you were going to do a SPAC
deal with was a company called Zanite.
DR: Sure. The company is in the process of becoming more independent although we’re very connected to Embraer. Embraer is one
of our largest shareholders, as seen in the investor deck, which is
now publicly available. But in an effort to make sure that Eve is enabled to be as successful as possible, as quickly as possible, all of the
leadership made the decision that what’s really best for Eve is for it
to stand on its own and not
be inside the large matrix
Urban air mobility … is really about bringing aviation closer to home,
environment of Embraer.
and also being able to offer a much broader swath of the population
And so it was intentionally
a more accessible price point that more people can benefit from so
spun out to allow itself to
raise the amount of money
that we can really democratize aviation and allow more people to be
it needs and to move at the
able to use this exciting type of technology.
speed that a competitive
urban or mobility business
to distinguish ourselves by is the fact that we’re much more of an
would require. To your other point, regarding some of our announced
ecosystem integrator as opposed to just an eVTOL company. By
partners. Yes, we’re very excited about all of those and many more.
that, I mean we’re investing in a broad spectrum of products and
To date, we believe that we have the largest order backlog of over
services, three quarters of which are completely agnostic. Aside from
1,700 of eVOTLs that have been signed through letters of intent in
the electric vertical take-off and landing vehicle that we’re building,
multiple continents around the world. Those segments include the
we’re building a next generation air traffic management solution
fixed wing operators, as you mentioned, but also rotorcraft operators
to allow this industry to scale safely, but also to interact with both
like Bristow, the largest helicopter operator in the world, leasing
conventional air traffic control, as well as the drone industry and the
companies like Falko and Azorra, and of course, letters of intent that
software that supports those vehicles. In addition to that, and again,
we have with platform companies like Blade. The aggregate here is
by virtue of the fact that we’ve been building and certifying aircraft
really very exciting because this is a wonderful validation on behalf
for over five decades, we’ve also been in the business of keeping
of so many different segments of the urban air mobility ecosystem
those aircraft flying all around the world. The Embraer group has its
and the different players that compromise that ecosystem to say,
own service and support centres, partner service and support cenwith a very loud collective voice, we really trust Embraer and Eve
tres, and over a hundred field service technicians around the world.
to be able to manufacture and bring this aircraft.
Eve will have access to all of that. And that will comprise another
(Editor’s Note: The SPAC deal with Zanite has now been completed).
agnostic product of ours, which is to offer services and support for
the entire urban air mobility industry.
AAV: You talk about Embraer, you talk about the history of the
The third is a fleet operations offering. Each one of these prodcompany, but compared to Volocopter or EHang or Joby, which just
ucts and capabilities, I think it’s important to note, are nothing new
signed a contract the other day, I think, in South Korea, how are you
for us. These are all things that we’ve been doing for many, many
positioning yourself against those companies?
years as a result of our established and well known ability to bring
DR: Well, I think that one of the first important points that we like
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▲ The Airbus CityAirbus NextGen is an all-electric, four-seat eVTOL that hopes to compete against Eve.
excellent products and aircraft to market. While many companies,
and rightly so, are very focused on fundraising and building and
certifying their very first aircraft, we’re doing much more than
that. But again, it’s nothing new. It’s very much our intention to
navigate this ambiguous environment and provide clarity for our
stakeholders as well as new entrants, to figure out how we can
make sure that this can be a very viable and desirable market.
To that end, while we have been developing our products and
solutions, we’ve been engaged intensively in multiple concepts
of operation all around the world where we are partnering with
regulators, airport authorities, operators, air traffic control agencies. We are learning firsthand, what exactly will it take? What are
the types of procedures that we need to develop, together with
the regulators, to make sure that these early adopter markets are
ready? A few examples of those include our concept of operation
with Airservices Australia, our project that we’re about to deliver
to the market with United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority where
we’ve partnered with some of our competitors as well as London
Heathrow and London City Airport. Eve has been leading that effort
with over eight companies for the better part of a year.

AAV: When it comes to these kinds of new systems, and basically
you’re creating a new aviation system, regulators are notoriously slow.
What are you doing to win over the regulators? And two, it’s all about
getting bums in seats as the British like to say. What is Eve doing to
attract the flying public?
DR: Sure. I think that the way that we have been collaborating with
regulators thus far, and that includes the FAA, CASA in Australia,
ANAC in Brazil, and many others that we continue to work with is
really learning together with them. We’re not presupposing anything,
we’re not making any assumptions, but we’re walking into these
market development initiatives, these concept of operations, to offer
what we’ve learned and share that knowledge. And in exchange, we
get their expertise as well. Then together we can co-create that path
forward. I think what regulators like to see is maturity. They like to
see data-driven arguments, and they like to make sure above all that
there are not too many fragmented voices and opinions out there.
One of the things that has been happening in the United States, for
example, is that there are multiple trade associations representing
the interest of the urban air mobility community by liaising with the
FAA and other types of regulation authorities around the world,
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▲ Eve is partnering with companies around the world to develop the infrastructure for UAM operations.
where we’re making sure that between us and our peers, we’re really
communicating exactly what we need. There’s really one shared
voice that’s being delivered to the regulator so that they know what
to respond to. It makes it easier for them to have that guidance when
industry is telling them what we have and what we need and what
we believe. Then they have something specific that they can react
to, as opposed to whether it’s over 250 or 300 urban or mobility
companies the last time I counted. I think one consulting report
mentioned that the number continues to rise around that ballpark.
That many individual voices, of course, would make it untenable.
So that’s one way in which we’re making sure that we’re partnering
with regulators, both on an individual basis as well as collectively
by working with these trade associations.
Then as it pertains to earning the trust of the public and getting
them excited about this, I think that this initiative that we just concluded in Rio, where we offered these flights for about a month, and
there are many YouTube videos about this, you can check those
videos out as well, it’s really our intent to continue to co-create the
solution with the average everyday user. That is seen in our demo
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flight offering, which we will continue to do in other markets. It’s
also seen in our vehicle design, the cabin design, the user experience. We’ve really made an exhaustive effort to make sure that
we’re incorporating many different types of passengers that would
want to use this vehicle. We’re making sure that our vehicle can be
accessible, not only financially, but also physically for those that
might be mobility impaired or just need some assistance. We’ve
really thought about, I won’t say everything, but a lot. I think that
as we continue to learn with the users, by learning for ourselves
and really investing in these market development initiatives, we
will continue to demonstrate to the public that we really have their
viewpoints and their needs in mind.
AAV: Quick question about the money. I always like to follow the
money. The last figures I saw the company doesn’t plan to generate
revenue until 2024. Talking about four and a half billion by 2030. Do
those numbers still hold out? Is that what you’re still projecting?
DR: Well, we are projecting that our vehicle will be certified by 2025
with entry into service in 2026. For those that would like to learn
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more about our pathway to certification and entry into service, that
information can also be found in our investor deck. But I think it’s
safe to say that we’re getting ready to generate revenue well before
Urban Air Mobility really starts to scale as an industry. Because we
have so many other types of products that we’re building, we can
start learning together with our customers and then offer those first
generation products and services in a few years, again, before the
urban air mobility industry really starts to scale. What’s very exciting
about this industry and why I think so many people are very happy to
invest in this is because there’s multiple technologies that are all maturing and connecting at the same time. The maturation of batteries,
the maturation of autonomous technologies and capabilities, and, of
course, the onset of the ride share industry.
And it’s worth noting that remotely piloted autonomous operation is not so far in the distance. If you look at some of our peers
that have been flying already, there are examples of autonomous
only aircraft that have been flying in some parts of the world in very
rare cases. But you can still find it on YouTube, with passengers
on board and without a pilot. We’ve had things like auto land, auto
takeoff, auto pilot for many years, and as we continue to mature in
our knowledge of these systems, we’re getting ready to demonstrate that it is in fact very safe to be able to remove the pilot and
have very intelligent software take its place.

DR: We’re certainly planning on using a battery to drive the electric
drivetrain or the electric motor in our aircraft. Regarding the specific
battery chemistry, I’m unfortunately not qualified to be able to answer
that to the level of satisfaction that I would want to for today’s readers
and listeners. However, what I can say about our battery strategy is
that it’s designed to be a fixed part of our aircraft. It’s not designed to
be attached and detached and reattached again. There are certainly
benefits to that type of model and some of our peers are using that
approach. It’s very helpful to maximise asset utilisation for example.
You can just take out an older battery and plug in a fresh one and off
you go with the full charge again. It is our opinion that for the safety
case of the vehicle that that battery be a fixed part of the aircraft.
We’ll be learning in the first generation of this vehicle how to make
that turnaround time even better. But it’s also worth noting that while
we do believe that based on today’s battery technology we can get
as much as a hundred kilometers out of our single charge, batteries
will continue to mature. We’ll be able to get more range and more
utility out of these aircraft as technology continues to move forward.
So we’re not making very dramatic statements about what we think
technology will be able to do in the future. Everything that we’re saying
today is based on our understanding of today’s technology. With that
in mind, we’re very happy to support these types of intra city emissions and the aforementioned use cases we discussed.

AAV: What about air traffic management,
We’re making sure that our vehicle can be accessible, not
ATC, air traffic control? Are you helping to
only financially, but also physically for those that might
develop those systems?
DR: We’re certainly developing a software
be mobility impaired or just need some assistance. We’ve
solution that we think can help. Again, we
really thought about, I won’t say everything, but a lot. …we
call that urban air traffic management and
it’s based on many years of experience that
will continue to demonstrate to the public that we really
the embryo group has. Offering a full stack
have their viewpoints and their needs in mind.
of the requisite air traffic control software
that ’s needed. It has not only managed
Brazil’s 22 million square kilometers of airspace, but also Brazil’s
AAV: We talked about Australia, we talked about Tokyo, some other
and the world’s largest air taxi market, which is Sao Paulo. We’ve
places. What’s in store for Asia?
learned a tremendous amount about not only the type of software
DR: Many things. I think that with the orders that we’re very proud
that’s needed, but also the procedures that we co-create on a
to announce again through letters of intent that were signed with
city-by-city basis, because every city is so unique and different.
multiple Australian operators, we’re looking to now expand those
We’re bringing all of the knowledge that we’ve gained as a group
relationships, and to establish new ones throughout the Asia Pacific
into Eve where we’re using it to inform the types of concept of
region. In the coming weeks, we’ll be announcing more about our
operations that we’ve been doing with Air Services Australia and
activity in the Asia Pacific, as well as beyond, with some new concepts
in many other engagements around the world.
of operation that we’ve begun to develop with some Asian regulators
and partners that we have in the region. The Asia-Pacific region is
AAV: Everybody and their dog these days is talking about sustainaextremely exciting for the entire urban air mobility industry, as well
bility, sustainable aviation fuel. You’ve got an electric vehicle. So on
as Eve, because of the potential and the promise that it holds with
the emissions front, you’re great, no problems there. We can save
respect to its percentage of the total market for urban air mobility.
the discussion about battery production and battery disposal for
There are so many cities and so many areas of need for this type of
another time when it comes to saving the planet. But I’m curious,
technology. If you look at those pain points of underserved commuwhat is the technology that’s generating the electricity on board? Is
nities or communities that just spend way too much time in traffic,
it a lithium ion battery or basically a hydrogen fuel cell?
that need to go from point A to point B quickly, that may not be well
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Optimism is high
Air traffic in India is fast returning to pre-COVID levels but overcoming
accumulated losses and hitting the profit zone will remain a big challenge for
operators, but the government is now taking a holistic approach to aviation
sector development, as Shelley Vishwajeet reports.
WITH MAJOR NATIONAL AIRLINES operating at an average of
83 percent passenger load factor, taking the daily domestic flyers
passenger count to nearly 0.40 million a day which is just a little
short of the pre-COVID level of 0.43 million passengers a day, Indian
airports are buzzing again with flyers. All indications are there that
if no major disruptions take place in the near future the overall air
passenger traffic numbers, both domestic and international, will
cross 400 million by 2024-25, well above the estimated 300 million
passengers in 2022-23. This promising scenario has prompted union
civil aviation minister Jyotiraditya Scindia to confidently pronounce,
“Indian aviation is looking at tremendous expansion.”
The government’s optimism is backed by investor confidence who
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remain bullish on the prospects of Indian aviation. Akasa, a major
new airline backed by stock market Guru Rakesh Jhunjhunwala, is
set to take to the sky by July-August. The grounded Jet Airways,
under new owners and management, is also working double-time
to restart operations before the end of the year. IndiGo, the largest
operator, continues to hold the fort with a 54 percent market share
and is back in the black. It reported a profit in the third quarter after
having posted its largest ever loss of US$815 million last year. After
taking back Air India, Tata Group is set to merge it with AirAsia India. Tata Sons currently holds an 83.67 percent stake in the airline
while AirAsia Investment Limited (Malaysia) holds the remaining
16.33 percent. Tata Group airlines, which include Vistara, are a clear

INDIAN AVIATION

US$670 million. The last reported quarterly loss of the company has
number two with a 24.5 percent combined market share. SpiceJet
more than trebled to US$127 million. The company has put the IPO
and GoFirst, the third and fourth largest Indian operators, despite
on hold. How long the parent group can continue to infuse fresh
serious financial hits, have managed to survive the turbulent times
capital in Go First remains to be seen.
and continue to fly. Indian operators are hoping to add another 100The commercial viability of regional operators also remains a big
120 planes to the existing 710 in the coming 12 months.
issue. Flybig, one of the three private, regional airlines, which touches
There is good news on other fronts too. After years being on the
13 destinations with two aircraft, is in need of a fresh capital infusion.
watch list, India just recently cleared a seven-day safety audit by
TruJet, another regional operator focusing on southern Indian destinaFAA with flying colours. “The FAA audit went off extremely well. In
tions, was recently served a notice by Elix, an Ireland based lessor, to
a record of sorts, India did not get any adverse observations. On
ground three aircraft. Fortunately, a 79 percent stake of TruJet has now
the contrary, in a number of cases, about 90 percent received apbeen acquired by WinAir, which has announced plans to infuse fresh
preciation,” a DGCA official said. “This was the best India has ever
capital and add more aircraft. The surprise regional package has been
performed in an FAA audit till date,” the official added.
Star Air, which operates 16-20 flights daily, covering 15 destinations
UDAN, the Modi government’s pet regional connectivity prowith five aircraft. Having started operations in 2019, Star Air has not
gramme, is going better than expected too. Ever since UDAN beonly beaten the COVID scare but appears to be performing quite well.
came operational in 2017, more than 9.2 million people have flown
In the meanwhile, the government of India has divested its entire
on regional routes. Sixty-six airports have been designated as
stake of 51 percent in the loss-making Pawan Hans Ltd, the stateregional airports while 415 routes were operationalised by March
owned helicopter service provider, to Star9 Mobility, a consortium
2022 bringing tremendous benefit to hinterland passengers. The
of three companies formed just six months ago, for a modest sum
government is targeting 100 airports under the regional category by
of US$28 million. The remaining 49 percent stake in Pawans Hans
2024. This would include eight heliports and two water aerodromes.
The icing on the cake was the maiden
flight in India made by a Dornier 228
The FAA audit went off extremely well. In a record of sorts,
on 12 April, which is being deployed
India did not get any adverse observations. On the contrary, in
by state-run Alliance Air to enhance
a number of cases, about 90 percent received appreciation.
regional connectivity in remote and
hilly northeast states.
DGCA
Yet, some headwinds remain that
could pose serious challenge to a
is held by ONGC, a government oil exploration company. ONGC has
smooth recovery in India. Due to COVID disruption, finances of airstated that it will also transfer its entire stake to Star9 Mobility on
lines and airport operators have been severely stretched. Scheduled
the same price and conditions as GoI.
domestic flights were suspended in India from 25 March 2020 to 24
A positive note about the current approach of the Indian governMay 2020. According to the government, airlines and airports have
ment toward the aviation sector is that it has been taking a holistic
incurred estimated losses of US$2.57 billion and US$673 million reapproach towards its development. Rishikesh Mishra, Secretary Genspectively in 2020-21. The disruption has especially impacted airlines
eral of the Centre for Aviation Policy, Safety and Research (CAPSR)
like SpiceJet and Go First (GoAir earlier), which already had weak
points out, “Earlier, the sole focus of the government used to be on the
financials. SpiceJet which commands around an 11 percent market
development of airports and increasing air traffic but with realisation
share is in especially deep trouble. Notwithstanding a surprise last
setting in that aviation is much more than that, the current dispensaquarter profit, spurred by compensation from Boeing on account of
tion seems to be to develop a comprehensive and vibrant eco-system
the grounding of the 737 Max, SpiceJet’s total market capitalisation
which also embraces MRO, component manufacturing, development
currently stands at around US$427 million while its debt has crossed
of aero-sports facilities and other allied verticals.”
US$700 million. SpiceJet recently carved out its cargo business to
The Indian MRO industry is worth US$2 billion annually but only
cut losses, but auditors and market watchers remain sceptical about
about 16 percent of this business is handled locally. The governits ability to service its debt if things do not improve significantly.
ment has announced many measures such as abolition of royalty
Recently, ‘Moneycontrol’, a popular financial news portal, published
payments on AAI leased lands, reduced GST on service delivery,
an article with headline “Spicejet is surviving on cargo and a prayer”.
increased lease tenure to 30 years as against five years earlier to
Go Airlines Ltd, the owner of Go First, is also in trouble. A draft red
attract investment in this sector. Experts like D. Anand Bhaskar,
herring prospectus filed with the stock market regulator in May 2021
managing director and CEO of Air Works, point out that unless
for the proposed IPO of US$470 million, showed that the company
taxes, especially on components, are rationalised further, the Indian
had incurred an accumulated loss of US$345 million and had a negMRO sector will not become cost competitive with countries like
ative net worth of US$310 million. The prospectus also mentioned
Singapore or China. 
that the company’s current liabilities exceeded its current assets by
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Aviation Festival Singapore
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Avalon Airshow Melbourne
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FUTURE

Embodying the future of aviation, the A350 aircraft have been
built to meet the challenges of tomorrow, offering airlines and their
passengers, greater comfort and range on the large widebody market.
With a resolute commitment to minimise environmental impact,
they cut noise footprint by half, and CO2 emissions by up to 25%.
As a result, these state-of-the-art aircraft allow you to run more
sustainable operations, helping to keep the world a beautiful place.

